Introduction

Reduction (1/2)
One bit at a time c(x) : polynomial of degree at most 2m-2 x i ≡x i-m r(x)(mod f(x)) for i≥m x k r(x) can be precomputed If r(x) is a low-degree or f(x) is trinomial, space requirement are smaller, addition x k (r) are faster
Reduction (2/2)
One word at a time If f(x) is a trinomial, or a pentanomial with middle terms close to each other, reduction of c(x) mod f(x) can efficiently performed one word at a time Algorithm 6 is faster than algorithm 5 and has no storage overhead Squaring a(x)=∑ i=0 m-1 a i x i , then a(x) 2 = ∑ i=0 m-1 a i x 2i a(x) 2 is obtained by inserting a 0 bit between consecutive bits of a(x) A table of size 512 bytes can be precomputed for converting 8-bit polynomials into their expanded 16-bit counterparts
Inversion (2/3)
Almost Inverse Algorithm (right-to-left) return a pair(b,k) where ba≡x k (mod f(x)), then reduction is applied to obtain a -1 =bx -k mod f(x) Invariants ba+df=ux k , ca+ef=vx k u is divisible by x, the degree of u is reduced at each iteration When deg(u)=deg(v), some bits are lost on the left in addition, AIA take fewer iterations than EEA Reduction step 
